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Do Magnetic Fields drive 








• Gamma Ray Bursts as extremes
• What about the magnetic fields?
• Real-time polarization follow-up
• Predictions for radio/mm 
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• Origin of Gamma Ray Bursts
• Instantaneous most luminous objects in g-ray sky
• core-collapse of massive stars
• neutron star or  neutron star - black hole mergers
• Access to regions of extreme physics
• High ejection speeds: Lorentz factors (G=c/√(c2-u2)>1000)
• Strong gravity
• Large magnetic fields
• Fundamental physics
• Most distant objects in Universe (zè 9.4)
• Short timescales involved - real-time observing!
• Observationally and theoretically challenging 
Gamma Ray Bursts






SS433 (Rupen et al.) vj ~ 0.26 c
M87 (Biretta et al.) vapp ~ 6 c
Pictor A (Wilson, Young & Shopbell 2001) 
NGC 4151 (Mundell et al. 2003) 
v < 12000 km/s 
Afterglows and Jets
• Achromatic break in afterglow light curve





• Standard (internal shock) synchrotron model
• Baryon-dominated jet creates tangled B-field in shock layer
• Prompt g-ray variability (internal shocks)
• Inefficient conversion of bulk:radiated energy
• Alternative: Poynting flow
• Large-scale ordered magnetic fields advected outwards
• Powerful acceleration and collimation
• Dissipation challenge
• Origin of magnetic fields unknown
• Energy dissipation/deposition key for explosion energetics
• Dissipation through magnetic reconnection?
• Energy transfer details still unknown
• Prompt g-ray polarization intriguing:
• RHESSI: GRB 021206 P~ 0 or 70-80% - Coburn & Boggs 
2003 vs Rutledge & Fox 2003/ Wigger et al. 2003)
• INTEGRAL GRB 041219A – P ~ 4%➜ 43 ± 25%
(Götz et al. 2009; but also McGlynn+07, Kalemci+07)
• IKAROS/GAP: GRB 100826A P=27 ± 11%, GRB 
110301A P=70 ± 22% , GRB 110721A P=84 
±1628% (Yonetoku et al. 2012)
• INTEGRAL GRB 140206A – P > 28%
• Z = 2.739
• ξ <1×10−16
0 50 100 secs
Prompt g-rays
(Götz et al. 2014)
Afterglow Predictions
Observe early to glimpse primordial magnetic fields from central engine
Degree of magnetisation from relative strengths of RS/FS
(Gomboc+09, AIPC, 1133, 145; Harrison & Kobayashi 2013 ApJ, 772, 101) 
.
Gomboc et al. 2009
● Reverse shock = polarised








Era of Rapid Followup
• Dedicated GRB satellite: SWIFT
• Burst Alert Telescope (BAT): 15-150 keV
• X Ray Telescope (XRT): 0.3-10 keV
• Ultraviolet Optical Telescope (UVOT): 150-650 nm




• Optimised for GRB science goals:
• Automatic response (over-ride), data analysis & interpretation strategy
• No human intervention from receipt of alert ➜ observations ➜ automatic 




• Optimised for GRB science goals:
• Automatic response (over-ride), data analysis & interpretation strategy
• No human intervention from receipt of alert ➜ observations ➜ automatic 
object discovery ➜ choice and execution of subsequent observations
RINGO Polarimeter
• Novel design (I. Steele/D. Clarke): rotating 
polaroid (500rpm) in telescope beam
• CCD field of view ~5 arcmin
• Variable signal for polarised sources
• Time variable signal ➜ spatial signal by small 
angle wedge prism rotating with polaroid
• Signal recorded on CCD
• Each source is a ring
• Polarisation signal mapped x2 round ring
• Correct for instrumental effects
• Small variation: polarisation signal out of 
phase with instrument signal
• Recover correct signal
• ~0.1% purity on 15 mag star
• First light on BD64106 (5% polarised)
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• Time variable signal ➜ spatial signal by small 
angle wedge prism rotating with polaroid
• Signal recorded on CCD
• Each source is a ring
• Polarisation signal mapped x2 round ring
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• First light on BD64106 (5% polarised)
• RINGO polarimetry of GRB 060418 at t = 203 sec
• Measurement at time of deceleration of fireball (G0~400; Rdec~ 1017) cm




Steele et al. 2006, SPIE, 6269 ,179; 
Mundell et al. 2007, Science, 315, 1822
GRB 090102 RINGO
Reverse shock
• RINGO polarimetry of 
GRB 090102 at t = 160 s 
• First detection of optically 
polarized GRB afterglow   
P=10.2 ±1.3%









Or, each has completely different B-field structure (sample of 2!)
Mundell et al. Science 2007 Steele et al. Nature 2009
Ordered magnetic fields plus ratio of magnetic to 
kinetic energy flux, s ~ 0.1
GRB 060418: s slightly higher to suppress RS
GRB 090102: s slightly lower for bright RS
Interpretation and Unification
Temporal Coverage
Virgili et al. 2013, ApJ, 778, 54 
• Complex light curves
• One-shot inadequate
• Time-resolved polarimetry
• Recycled RINGO into: 
RINGO2 
• Fast read-out EMCCD
• Polaroid 8 rotations per sec
• 125 millisecond exposures




GRB 120308A with RINGO2
• SED modeled z ~ 2.22; RINGO2 at t=240 s
(restframe 74 s); ~4000 calibration stars
Mundell+13 Nature, 504, 119
GRB 120308A with RINGO2
• Time-resolved 
polarization
• High, declining %
• Stable position angle
• Forward and reverse 
shocks
• Magnetic energy 
density in RS higher 
than FS by factor  
~30 or 500  
Mundell+13 Nature, 504, 119
Intrinsic P>40%
RINGO2 GRB polarisation catalogue: Steele+17, ApJ, 843, 143
RINGO3
3 x RINGO2:
350 – 640 nm 
650 – 750 nm
760 - 1000 nm










Each camera: 125-ms readout EMCCD.                   Data rate ~ 1Gb/min
Core programmes: GRB and AGN/blazars
Ultimately Tidal Disruption Events, 
Fast Radio Bursts etc?
GRB 140430A
Kopač et al. 2015, ApJ, 813, 1






































Time in GRB restframe (sec)
1 min 1 day1 hour
Highest measured optical polarization
Long-lived, large-scale ordered magnetic fields
Adapted from:








Troja+17, Nature, 547, 425
Bright Fermi burst; Swift tiled observations; X-ray, optical, IR afterglow




Dearth of RS Optical Flashes
• Bright RS-optical flashes rare
• Strongly magnetized flows suppress RS 
emission? (Zhang & Kobayashi 2005; Japelj et al. 2014) 
• Prompt optical from internal shocks 
outshines external shock RS emission –
polarized optical prompt?! (Kopač et al. 2013)
• Prediction: early time RS emission peaks 
at lower frequencies - e.g. IR, mm (Mundell et 
al. 2007, Melandri et al. 2010; Kopač et al. 2015) 
Radio Flares
Melandri et al. 2010 ApJ 723 1331 
Forward Shock; deceleration, G
Simple model: Synchrotron self-absorption, 
reverse & forward shock evolution
Dearth of reverse-shock optical flashes
GRB 090313 – radio predictions vs data
Monte-Carlo Simulations
k = 0, tp,opt = 1000 s, R = 18 mag
Kopač et al. 2015 ApJ, 806, 179
χ = n m,f /nopt - χ = 0.01, 0.1, 1.0 n0 = 0.001, 0.1, 10, 1000 cm−3; 
for n = 1 cm−3
Radio Reverse Shocks
• Radio RS detectable between 0.1-1 day
• Detection is easier for bursts with 
• later optical peaks 
• high isotropic energies 
• lower circumburst medium densities
• observing frequencies above a few GHz to 
avoid SSA
• F ∼ 0.1 − 10mJy at 10 GHz, t ~ 0.1 day  
• ALMA / JVLA / SKA
Radio Reverse Shocks
• GRB 130427A (Laskar+13; Perley+14)
• GRB 160509A (Laskar+16, 833, 88)
• GRB 160625B (Alexander+17, ApJ, 848, 69)
• Bright, Fermi-detected, JVLA obs. 
• Jet opening angles ~4°(- 15°) 
• Radiated energy few x 1051 erg
• G> few hundreds





Short-term variability               cf Stable with ALMA
Polarization next……
X-ray Polarisation
Probing the prompt-afterglow transition with XIPE (ESA M4)
Simulations of MDP for 50-ksec
XIPE exposure at 
T+T0= 6 hours post burst
MDP<5% for bright GRBs like 130427A
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• Parent sample: 118 
GRBs
• 10 reverse shocks with z
• Fainter than average FS 
emission @ t>10ks
• High magnetization: 
R = eB,r/eB,f ~ 2 – 104
• Magnetized baryonic jets
Japelj+2014, ApJ, 785, 84
See also: Gomboc+09, AIPC, 1133, 145; 
Harrison & Kobayashi 2013 ApJ, 772, 101
Instrumental Stability
• Every observation produces calibration sources
• 3,955 objects with r′ < 16 mag in ~2,000 
observations of zero-polarized standard star fields
• Excellent spatial & temporal 
instrument stability




Mundell+13 Nature, 504, 119
